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Why introduce AAC in 
aphasia?



More 
understanding and 
expression than 
without the AAC
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•More Communication

•With more people

• About more things



What’s Possible?



What’s possible with AAC?



What’s Possible?

Retrieve stored 
messages

Create novel 
messages

Use offered 
predictions

Add non-verbal 
sounds

Re-tell stories

Send Email

Send Text 
messages

Take/show 
photos and 

videos

Draw

Write
Switch to social 

media

Facetime/Skype
Switch to 

environmental 
control

Speech to Text

Text to speech



What’s Realistic?



Consider Resources 
Available

• PWA
• Communication 

Partner
• External team

COMPETENCE



What are the characteristics of the 
“ideal” PWA/CP/External Supporter?



PWA User

• Linguistic competence
• Operational competence
• Pyscho-Social competence
• Strategic Competence
• Willingness to invest time and effort in learning and 

ability to learn
• (Finance)



Communication Partners

• Linguistic competence 
• Operational competence 
• Social competence
• Strategic Competence  
• Willingness to try communicating with AAC/to 

invest time to develop operational competence



External Support

• Operational competence with system 
• Availability of someone with skills to personalise, 

edit and update the system
• Role models
• Not time limited
• Budget/Availability of systems



PWA
• Linguistic 

competence
• Operational 

competence
• Psycho-Social 

competence
• Strategic 

competence
• Learning 

factors
• Environmental 

factors

PWA CP
• Linguistic 

competence
• Operational 

competence
• Social 

competence
• Strategic 

competence
• Learning 

factors
• Environmental 

factors

SUPPORT

• Operational 
competence
• Availability
• Role models
• Budget/

availability





What are the hopes from 
introducing AAC?



Consider
• Situation

Specific                          multiple situation use

• Purpose
Social closeness, social routines, needs and wants, exchange 

information

• Simple or multi-component system
No navigation required                                 navigating between large 

number of sets on multiple systems

• Level of independence with the system
Highly supported                              Independent 





“George will select his 
morning drink when 
prompted by servers 
to choose from his 
drinks choices mat”.

Tea

Coffee

Milk



“Sharon will tell her 
visitors how much she 
enjoyed her lunch 
through a rating 
scale”

10 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10



“Frank will refer to 
specific photographs 
stored on his tablet to 
express information 
about activities and 
events with a wide 
range of people 
including strangers.  He 
will email photos to keep 
in touch with family and 
friends and keep them 
informed of his life.”



“When prompted, 
Kate will use 
Predictable (mix of 
self generated and 
stored text) with 
familiar people to 
exchange and ask for 
information in 
combination with 
fragmentary speech.”

Therapy Box



“Jean will update Bill’s 
calendar and diary with 
key words and 
appropriate visual cues 
at least twice a week”.



Frequently forgotten: 
AAC for comprehension





Resources PWA



Aphasia 



Aphasia  +
• Visual working memory
• Attention
• Executive Function (EF)



Powerful Systems need 
Cognitive Power



Change usual methods of 
interaction and figure out 
new ways to get messages 
in and out



Executive Function (EF) 
Miyake and Friedman (2012) from Nicholas and Connor 
2017

1. Updating 

2. Shifting 

3. Inhibition



Existing Assessments

• Multi-modal screening task for persons with 
aphasia (MCST-A)  (unpublished research suggests 
correlated with EF and language abilities)

https://cehs.unl.edu/aac/aphasia-assessment-
materials/

• CLQT EF sub-tests

• Wisconsin Card Sorting Test

https://cehs.unl.edu/aac/aphasia-assessment-materials/




Modality Switching



Prompts and Support



Communication 
Assistant Role



Promoting 
partner/assistant skills



Better Conversations for Aphasia



Aphasia iPad Partners



Aphasia iPad Partners YouTube



Dyscover iPad



Mentors



*Family Man
Instagram for comprehension





Mr Cool
Sense Cam



Feminine and Private
Underused communication book













Much too much
Proloquo2Go



Executive Function (EF) 
Miyake and Friedman (2012)

1. Updating 
2. Shifting 
3. Inhibition



I’m Ready
Introducing Predictable



Texts from Mum
WordBoard
Autotext Phrase Express



Wha’s deed?
Text Grabber



Mr Oscar
Rate the film





Let’s chat
Written Choice Communication



Paper Based Systems





Communication Cards



Communication Books



Dynamic Communication books



365 days of journaling



Zenofplanning.com



Creative savings blog



Pinterest



Precursor to multi-component systems?



Increasing use of paper based 
systems?



The silence of speechlessness is never golden. We all 
need to communicate and connect with each other –
not just in one way, but in as many ways as possible. 
It is a basic human need, a basic human right. And 
much than this, it is a basic human power.

B. Williams, 2000; p. 248



Modest expectations/goals

• But if you can be in it for the long run....



• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pfpUeBY_aoI

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pfpUeBY_aoI
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